
 
 
 
Taghkanic CAC meeting Mar 17, 2016 
 
Meeting in Kadish home, present were: Tony LaSalvia, Valerie Hoffmann, Larry 
Kadish, Anna Kadish.  And Guest presenter:  Ian Nitschke.    Minutes written by Anna 
Kadish 
 
Ian Nitschke discussed the subject of having town streams classified as inland water bodies.  
In particular, we discussed the Taghkanic Creek.  Having a local creek classified as an inland 
waterway (or waterbody) makes it eligible for funding through the Environmental Protection 
Fund (EPF).  These grants can be used for stream revitalization and improved watershed 
management.  In particular, if we decide to do this, we need to contact NYS Assembly 
woman Didi Barrett and NYS Senator Marchione.  The three creeks in our general area 
which could be eligible for this are the Claverack, Agawamuck and Taghkanic Creeks.   
Town resolutions can be passed to do this.  Ian Nitschke gave us samples of such 
resolutions.  This information will be presented to the Town of Taghkanic at the Saturday 
meeting this weekend.   These creeks have both natural and historic value.  
 
We also discussed the upcoming CAC walks at the Blechman property on Tompkins Rd on 
May 7 and the walk on the Kobos property on Manor Rock Rd on Sept 17.  Town lectures 
are also being planned:  A follow-up on the culvert study by Andrew Meyer and Megan 
Lung will be given sometime in April or May. Date still to be finalized.  And we are waiting 
for the capacity modeling results on our culverts from Cornell.  Also, we are planning to 
have a session later in the year on wild turkeys in our area.   
 
The next CAC meeting will be on April 21st.  
 
A session for trees for Tribs in Taghkanic is planned for Wednesday April 6 at 4 PM.  Of 
course this is dependent on weather.  Volunteers will be needed to help clear the areas 
around the trees previously planted.   
 


